Introduction 9
The concept of a Software Product Line (SPL) is a concept of software reuse in industry 10 covering the design process and the implementation technology [4] . inheritance with new extensions has to be checked.
8
In our approach design specifications are implemented using UML (Unified Modeling
Language) profile with defined inheritance relations on specifications [22] . The profile 10 defines a special type of UML class diagrams, interface-role diagrams, similar to
11
CATALYSIS [11] and ISpec approaches [18] . Component system behaviour is specified 12 in the profile using UML sequence diagrams as first introduced in [7] . Process semantics 13 is used as a basis for inheritance relations on component behavioural specifications [2, 22] .
14 Correctness control is provided by product model transformation checks using 15 inheritance of processes. Applying of backward derivation rules to produce parent product 16 process specifications from the inheritor's ones allows a designer to prove correctness of 17 inheritance or to find the points of wrong design decisions.
18
In [25] the evolutionary SPL modelling technique has been used within the traditional 19 architecture-centric SPL development process. Now we advocate our modelling method as 20 a self-sufficient and robust alternative to the traditional one.
21
The remainder of the paper is the following. Section 2 introduces our design method for 22 specification of products of software product lines. Section 3 gives the notion of inheritance
23
of product specifications and provides corresponding illustrations using a simple case 24 study. Section 4 describes the tool prototype which has been developed to support our 25 method. The issues of complexity of underlying algorithms are also discussed in this 26 section. Section 5 shows the place of our method in the software product line development.
27
Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses yet unresolved problems. 29 To design products of software product lines we use a special kind of role approach, 30 interface-role modelling [18, 22, 24] . The interface-modelling approach introduces an 31 interface suite, which is represented by a finite set of roles communicating via interfaces 32 provided by these roles.
28

A design method
via three interfaces (circles in Fig. 1 ), represent product functional requirements. The role
23
to which a dashed arrow in Fig. 1 is directed provides the interface that the role from the 24 other side of the arrow requires.
25
The second product of SPL Graph Designer can take data series both from a user and 26 form a database (Fig. 2 ).
27
The third product draws a real-time graph periodically updating data series from a 28 database (Fig. 3) . A user starts and stops drawing. Roles and interfaces as well as relations 29 between them are described in our UML profile. 31 We specify a product of a software product line in our UML profile as an interface suite
Definition of the UML profile
32
I S = {I R, S 1 , . . . , S k }, 33 which contains
34
-interface-role diagram I R;
35
-set of sequence diagrams {S 1 , . . . , S k };
36
-a process semantics applied to the combination of those diagrams.
37
Let us consider these three parts consecutively. 
U N C O R R E C T E D
I R = (R, I, P I, R I, R R)
10 with two kinds of node and three kinds of relation:
11
• R is a finite set of roles. Each role r ∈ R is depicted by a box.
12
For example, there are three roles in Fig. 1 : User, Graph Maker and Graph Drawer.
13
In general, a role can have several players (instances), but we do not refer to players in 14 this paper.
15
• I is a finite set of interfaces depicted by circles. Each interface i ∈ I has a finite set of
16
operations O P i . Each operation has a finite set of results Res i . In Fig. 1 has the set of results {true, false}.
5
• P I ⊆ {(r, i )| r ∈ R, i ∈ I } is a provide relation on roles and interfaces. Each role 6 provides a finite set of interfaces.
7
The relation is depicted by a solid line between a role and an interface.
} is a require relation on roles and 9 interfaces. Each role requires a finite set of provided interfaces.
10
An element of the require relation is drawn by a dashed arrow connecting a role and 11 a provided interface. The arrow is directed to the interface.
12
• R R ⊆ {(r, r )| r, r ∈ R} is a relation of inheritance on the set of roles. The relation 13 is shown by a solid line with the triangle end r − ✄r directed from role-child r to 14 role-parent r .
15
In Fig. 1 the relation of inheritance is empty. In Fig. 2 defined by the UML specification of product Graph Designer. 9 We have developed an algorithm for constructing a process term from the set of 10 processes corresponding to sequence diagrams [22, 23] . To construct the process term
11
corresponding to a set of sequence diagrams:
12
-We construct set of processes S P 
Symbol r indicates a cycle in the process. W is a process that follows the cycle. corresponding to this process term [1] .
37
The resulting process term can be easily transformed back to sequence diagrams: each 38 path of the process graph is mapped onto a sequential process corresponding to a sequence The process term p 1 constructed by our algorithm using the UML specification of 1 product Graph Designer is shown in Fig. 1 . by role User.
6
The behavioural pattern of Graph Designer is presented by the set of sequence diagrams 7 ( Fig. 1) . To simplify the picture we assume that each role has only one player, so, it is 8 possible to talk about an interaction between roles.
9
The behavioural patten for the first product of SPL Graph Designer is the following: 
Inheritance of product specifications
23
Inheritance relations defined on the set of UML specifications of products are a key 24 element for modelling software product lines.
25
A product specification is an abstraction from implemented components. The That is why we consider a product specification as an interaction pattern. Because of the 33 abstraction from implementation, the pattern is explained in terms of roles, communicating 
38
This behavioural pattern is captured in our design method as a process-term constructed 39 from the UML specification.
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SCICO: 775 Table 1 Process algebra
P-set of processes; A-set of actions, A ⊆ P; H, I ⊆ A, H, I are disjoint; -left process must perform the first action; +-alternative composition; · -sequential composition; -parallel composition; δ-blocking
The process semantics of our UML profile allows us to transform the inheritance such that process p is derived from process q in the process algebra (P A τ δ + R N)(A) using 8 hiding function δ H and abstracting function τ I :
The left hand side of the derivation rule τ I (δ H (q)) defines the rewriting rules for process 11 q to derive process p.
12
The signature and axioms of process algebra 
20
We have found a practical use of this theoretical result, namely, we have found
21
• how to define this process algebra (P A τ δ + R N)(A) using UML specifications of SPL 22 products; Let us see how the inheritance of processes is specified by interface-role diagrams.
5
Let interface-role diagram I R p of a parent product be given. We should specify a new product contains the action space for both the parent product and the new product.
12
To define inheritance between interface-role diagrams, we use inheritance relation on 13 classes, which is defined in the UML and represented by an arrow with a triangle end. In 14 our profile, classes represent roles. If role r 1 inherits role r 2 , then we note this as follows:
Let interface-role diagrams be given: 
31
For example, role New Graph Designer (Fig. 2) has three parent roles. However,
32
there is a new role Graph Data Source which has no parents.
33
(4) Elements of the provide relation from role-parents are duplicated (inherited) in role-34 inheritors.
35
37
For example, role New Graph Designer (Fig. 2) interface i and role x that requires interface i are inherited.
The inheritance on interface-role diagrams specifies the duplicating function ρ
For example, role New Graph Designer (Fig. 2) Let us see how the inheritance of processes is specified by the set of sequence diagrams.
11
Sequence diagram set S q of a new product which inherits a parent sequence diagram 12 set can assume different forms. It is impossible to predict all variants of such sets. So,
13
we do not restrict designers in designing of sequences, but we check that the process 14 constructed from the new sequence diagram set inherits the process constructed from the 15 parent sequence diagram set.
16
We have extended the process algebra of type (P A τ δ + R N)(A) by one axiom R to 17 enable specification of nested cycles and sequences of cycles. So, we use process algebra
18
(P A τ δ + R N + R)(A). Axiom R means that process y which follows a cycle x · (r · x + w),
19
where x is a process body of the cycle, r is an action indicating repetition, w is the output 20 action, cannot be added to the body of the cycle r · x, but it is added to the output action w 21 of the cycle.
The set of actions A for this process algebra is a multiset on set
(some elements of R I q can be repeated several times) extended with repetition actions 25 {r 1 , . . . , r G }.
26
Let parent sets of sequence diagrams S p and child set of sequence diagrams S q be given; 27 processes p and q have been constructed from set of sequences S p and S q correspondingly. We have automated the rewriting rules as graph transformation rules (Fig. 4) for process should be hidden I ⊂ R I new contains the new actions that do not start alternatives. These 1 rules are built into our tool, so the inheritance of processes is checked automatically. inherited. This partial behavioural pattern first should be derived from the parent process.
7
The duplicating function defined by the inheritance relation on the interface role that can be inherited.
10
From the set of sequence diagrams of the new product we can collect the set of actions should be inherited is defined: by our tool. The process corresponding to the set of sequence diagrams is constructed.
22
Then using rewriting rules we check that the new product inherits processes of its parent 23 products.
24
Second product of the SPL Graph Designer. Graph Designer which receives data from
25 a database is developed using inheritance at the interface-role diagram and the sequence 26 diagram levels (Fig. 2) . At the interface-role diagram we can see that IS Graph2 inherits inherits all roles of the first product I S, it inherits the behaviour pattern of the first product. So, the second product is able to draw graphs using data received from a user. Role
8
NewGraphDesigner inherits provided interfaces IGetGraph and IDraw and can require 9 these interfaces (Fig. 2) .
10
The second product inherits the behavioural pattern of the first product ( Fig. 1 ) and 11 extends it by the set of two new diagrams (Fig. 2) (Fig. 2) . The duplicated parent process p 1 = ρ Indeed, process p 2 inherits p 1 :
22
The third product of the SPL named Real-Time Graph Designer is presented by Fig. 3 .
23
We Using the sequence diagram of the third product we have constructed the process term 
37
To define the partial process of product 2 which is inherited by product 3, we block 38 actions from set H X ⊆ X, H X = {b 7 . . . b 10 } starting alternatives without reused actions.
39
We also hide actions from set I X ⊆ X, I X = {b 1 } in the process p 2 . This way we derive comparable with the process of product 3:
Process p 2 is derived from process p 3 if we block actions from set H = {r } which starts 5 the cycle and hide actions from set I = {c 1 , . . . , c 6 , c 11 , . . . , c 14 }.
So, the third product is a correct inheritor of the second product.
13
Specifying a product of a product line in the defined UML profile we check inheritance of 
Tool support for product line design
17
The described method comprises several formal techniques and algorithms to be used A screen shot of a derivation dialog for Graph Designer which receives data from a 1 database is shown in Fig. 6 . 
Complexity issues 3
The tool implements four main algorithms, the complexity of which should be (1) the algorithm for process graph constructing (step 4). The algorithm consists of two (4) the algorithm for comparing parent and modified child process trees (step 6).
8
The complexity of algorithms depends on three design parameters:
9
• M-the number of sequence diagrams;
10
• L-the length (in actions) of a sequence;
11
• N-the number of new actions to be hidden or/and blocked during derivation of a 12 parent process graph.
13
All three parameters are independent, i.e. they can be set by a designer autonomously. tree building algorithms because all sequences running tree paths are already constructed.
9
The primitive operation of this algorithm is comparing two actions, one from an already 10 built process tree and one from a sequence to be fused with it. The worst (but, fortunately,
11
non-ealistic) case is when all M sequences are identical and should be fused completely.
12
Indeed, then we have to compare each action from a current fused sequence with the 13 corresponding action from the already built tree. In such a case the complexity, which 14 depends on the number of compared pairs of actions n = M · L, is linear and it is Θ (n) .
15
As well, the algorithm input parameter n linearly depends on any design parameter from with each path on the entire modified child process tree in order not only to conclude about 36 matching or difference between them but also to find not eliminated blocking and hiding 37 actions pointing on the wrong design. So, the worst case is when both trees are identical.
38
In such a case we should compare n = M 2 · L pairs of actions and complexity is, therefore, 
Evolutionary software development process 1
Let us discuss the application of our evolutionary SPL modelling approach to an SPL 2 development process (Fig. 7) . to each design parameter. So, the scalability of process modelling is not a problem because 36 it can be done automatically. 
20
There may be changes in parent specifications that do not affect child's behaviour and,
21
therefore, can be accepted for the entire hierarchy. In contrast, some changes cannot be 22 accepted because they damage the SPL integrity. Perhaps, some changes may be applied 23 only locally or it may be feasible to maintain several hierarchies based on different versions 24 of some product line members. All these variants require behavioural inheritance checks 25 using our derivation technique.
26
Another future task (similar to SPL space variability) is to reveal how exactly a 27 growing SPL hierarchy should be saved and maintained among other SPL common assets.
28
Recently we consider the possibilities to use XML schemas and documents for this 29 purpose. Of course, an SPL hierarchy has to be maintained using appropriate configuration 30 management tools.
31
Behavioural inheritance is a helpful technique for software product line modelling.
32
This technique has a good computational basis and it is easily mapped onto requirements. 
